ID-DIAMONDS SALES AGREEMENT

Between

ID-Diamonds BVBA (“Seller“ or “ID-Diamonds“)
Rijfstraat 2-4, 2018 Antwerp, Belgium
Reg. Nr. 0676846204
Represented by Pierre De Bosscher, CEO

and

Mr./Ms./Company

(“Buyer“)

Street/Number:
City/Postcode:
Telephone:
E-mail:
Represented by (Name/Position):
Authorized person(s) to receive the diamonds:
In case of a different shipment address:
Street/Number:
City/Postcode:
Telephone:
E-mail:
Name of receiving person/company if different from above:

At shipment address authorized person(s) to receive the diamonds:

Name of the distributor/sub-distributor:
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§ 1 Object of Purchase
The Seller sells to the Buyer defined bars of GIA certified natural untreated polished diamonds, which are
integrated in a security and preservation system (“ID-Knox”). The physical quality of the diamond, the
certificates and the composition of the stones as well as the scope of delivery is described in the
Appendix.
In detail, the following products are an object of this agreement:
(1)

ID-Knox 1 (10 diamonds in very best quality of approximately one carat each and approximately 10.40
carat in total

__ ID-Knox 1; scope of delivery and equipment described in Appendix at a total price of
USD
(including VAT if applicable) or
EUR____________________ (including VAT if applicable).
(2)

ID-Knox 2 (10 diamonds in very best quality of approximately half carat each and approximately 5.40
carat in total

_____ ID-Knox 2; scope of delivery and equipment described in Appendix at a total price of
USD
(including VAT if applicable) or
EUR______________________ (including VAT if applicable).
(3)

ID-Knox 3 (8 diamonds in best quality of approximately one carat each and approximately 8.32 carat in
total

_ ID-Knox 3; scope of delivery and equipment described in Appendix at a total price of
USD
(including VAT if applicable)or
EUR______________________ (including VAT if applicable).

(4)

ID-Knox 4 (4 diamonds in best quality of approximately half carat each and approximately 2.16 carat
in total

_ ID-Knox 4; scope of delivery and equipment described in Appendix at a total price of
USD
(including VAT if applicable) or
EUR________________________ (including VAT if applicable).
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§ 2 Payment
After signing the Sales Agreement, the Buyer will transfer the full purchase price without any deduction
to the account of the Seller within three business days:
Name:
Banks:

ID-Diamonds bvba

National Bank of Fujeirah, Dubai (USD-account)
IBAN:
AE350380000012001206166
BIC/SWIFT: NBFUAEAFDXB
Escrow account (USD and EURO):
Escrow.com
The Seller will submit the receipt / invoice to the Buyer at the day the purchase price has been transferred.

§ 3 Delivery
The Seller informs the Buyer about the potential timespan of approximately four weeks be- tween Sales
Agreement and delivery of the purchase object. The Seller commits himself to deliver the purchase
objects as soon as possible to the above- mentioned delivery address. The delivery to the address of the
Buyer (or a different shipment address if applicable) is announced some days ahead of delivery to the
Buyer. The shipment will be performed by a secured and insured transport company. The disposal of the
purchase objects requires signing a receipt through the person entitled to receive the purchase objects.
ID-Diamonds will bear the costs of the transport and insurance.

§ 4 Governing Law
The formation, interpretation, and performance of this Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted
in accordance with the laws of Belgium.
City_________, Date__________ 2018

Buyer:

Seller:
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Appendix: Description of the purchase object, scope of delivery, ID-Knoxes and diamond
composition

Scope of Delivery

ID-Knoxes 1 to 3 are delivered in a prestigious case made of black, matt-finished plastic, which
incorporates a high-gloss product carrier (magnetic base), a connecting cable, a classy travel case made of
full-grained calfskin with a magnet lock and short instruction manual. The accordingly equipped case will
be shipped in a white cardboard package together with the diamond-specific, original GIA*-certificates and
the assembly certificate by DDI or IGI**.

ID-Knox 4 is delivered in a classy travel case made of full-grained calfskin with a magnet lock, which
incorporates a high-gloss product carrier (magnetic base), a connecting cable and a short instruction
manual. The accordingly equipped case will be shipped in a white cardboard package together with the
diamond-specific, original GIA*-certificates and the assembly certificate by DDI or IGI**.

The scope of deliveries and services includes a data interface to the ID-Diamonds security and
information portal, which may be enabled by the customer.
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ID-Knox
ID-Knox is storage and documentation system, for which multiple patents are pending, with the
following characteristics:
- Three-layered construction (cover, carrier and base plate) made of special highly
transparent, scratch-proof cast acrylic glass with special surface hardening and resistance
to light.
- Cover and carrier plate are highly transparently glued together with a circumferential security
contact thread (silver); printing with mark of authenticity made of IR lacquer, only recognizable
under a UV light with an appropriately adjusted spectrum.
- Base plate with integrated magnet element; optionally and on request available in different
colors, with engravings or also with additional functions.
- Additional connection of cover and carrier plate by means of two safety rivets: edition in stainless
steel, hollow interior for inclusion of carrying straps, circumferential security labeling with
individual identification number of ID-Knox on rim.
- Embedded security chip (ReadOnly, Interface via Micro-clip) on the lower end of each ID-Knox,
that is able to save all documents (GIA certificates for each individual diamond; DDI report for
stocking) and prevent manipulation and is able to (offline as a reading device) stop security and
integrity routines as well as being able to retrieve value performance data (online if requested)
after being connected with a computer.

Each ID Knox has a micro-clip that allows for connection to a computer.
When connected there, an automatic security and integrity check of the ID-Knox is carried out.
Depending on the security needs of the owner, this security check can be linked to an online
reconciliation with the ID-Diamonds database. All certificates and reports of each ID- Knox are tamper
resistant archived. Online the specific performance of the ID-Knox can be followed.
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The different ID-Knoxes are diamonded as follows:
ID-Knox 1

Ten diamonds “round brilliant cut” (cut with round girdle) between 1.00 and 1.07 carat each;
5 pairs of very similar weight (+/- 0.01 carat); total weight of the diamonds approximately
10.40 ct.
All diamonds in D or E color (four diamonds in D color, six diamonds in E color), the clarity of all stones is
flawless or internally flawless (FL/IF), the cut grade as well as polishing quality
and the symmetry of all diamonds have the GIA* grading “excellent”, no stone has fluorescence, every
stone has a laser inscription with the GIA* certificate number (GIA*-Laser Inscription Registry), the Knox
includes a GIA*-certificate (Diamond Grading Report or GIA Diamond Dossier) for each diamond and an
IGI** or DDI***-Report for the stocking of the ID-Knox.

ID-Knox 2

Ten diamonds “round brilliant cut” (cut with round girdle) between 0.50 and 0.57 carat each;
5 pairs of very similar weight (+/- 0.01 carat); total weight of the diamonds approximately
5.40 ct.
All diamonds in D or E color (four diamonds in D color, six diamonds in E color), the clarity of all stones is
flawless or internally flawless (FL/IF), the cut grade as well as polishing quality
and the symmetry of all diamonds have the GIA* grading “excellent”, no stone has fluorescence, every
stone has a laser inscription with the GIA* certificate number (GIA*-Laser Inscription Registry), the Knox
includes a GIA*-certificate (Diamond Grading Report or GIA Diamond Dossier) for each diamond and an
IGI** or DDI***-Report for the stocking of the ID-Knox.
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ID-Knox 3
Eight diamonds “round brilliant cut” (cut with round girdle) between 1.00 and 1.07 carat each;
4 pairs of very similar weight (+/- 0.01 carat); total weight of the diamonds approximately
8.32 ct.
All diamonds in F or G color (four diamonds in F color, four diamonds in G color), the stones have only
very, very small inclusions (VVS1/VVS2), the cut grade as well as polishing quality and the symmetry of all
diamonds have the GIA* grading “excellent”, no stone has fluorescence, every stone has a laser
inscription with the GIA* certificate number (GIA*-Laser Inscription Registry), the Knox includes a GIA*certificate (Diamond Grading Report or GIA Diamond Dossier) for each diamond and an IGI** or DDI***Report for the stocking of the ID-Knox.

ID-Knox 4

Four diamonds “round brilliant cut” (cut with round girdle) between 0.50 and 0.57 carat each;
2 pairs of very similar weight (+/- 0.01 carat); total weight of the diamonds approximately
2.16 ct.
All diamonds in F or G color (two diamonds in F color, two diamonds in G color), the stones have only
very, very small inclusions (VVS1/VVS2), the cut grade as well as polishing quality and the symmetry of
all diamonds have the GIA* grading “excellent”, no stone has fluorescence, every stone has a laser
inscription with the GIA* certificate number (GIA*-Laser Inscription Registry), the Knox includes a GIA*certificate (Diamond Grading Report or GIA Diamond Dossier) for each diamond and an IGI** or DDI***Report for the stocking of the ID-Knox.

*

GIA – Gemological Institute of America, Carlsbad

** IGI – International Gemological Institute, Antwerp
*** DDI – Stiftung Deutsches Diamant Institut, Pforzheim (Foundation of the German
Diamond Institute, Pforzheim)
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